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Correction Number CP-1877

Log Summary: Prohibit Uncompressed Transfer Syntax With Very Large Pixel Data

Name of Standard

PS3.5 2019c

Rationale for Correction:

The DICOM standard does not clearly state that uncompressed Transfer Syntaxes cannot be used with very large pixel data. The issue is that with an uncompressed Transfer Syntax the pixel data length must be explicitly defined in the 32-bit length encoding - this is not always possible for large WSI and Breast Tomo images, where the length can exceed the maximum.

PS3.5 Sections 7.1.1 Data Elements, Section 10.1 and Annex A.1 state that when the length of the uncompressed pixel data is larger than the value that can be encoded in a 32-bit value (For Tag, Length, Value encoding) you are not able to use ILE or ELE transfer syntaxes to encode the image. This means that the undefined length approach cannot be used for ILE and ELE.

There is no Transfer Syntax that allows the use of the undefined length encapsulation mechanism for uncompressed Pixel Data.

This limitation should be made more/very explicit/clear in the standard.

Correction Wording:
Amend DICOM PS3.5 as follows (changes to existing text are bold and *underlined* for additions and *struckthrough* for removals):

### 7.1 Data Elements

#### 7.1.1 Data Element Fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Length</th>
<th>Either:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a 16 or 32-bit (dependent on VR and whether VR is explicit or implicit) unsigned integer containing the Explicit Length of the Value Field as the number of bytes (even) that make up the Value. It does not include the length of the Data Element Tag, Value Representation, and Value Length Fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a 32-bit Length Field set to Undefined Length (FFFFFFFH). Undefined Lengths may be used for Data Elements having the Value Representation (VR) Sequence of Items (SQ) and Unknown (UN). For Data Elements with Value Representation OW or OB Undefined Length may be used depending on the negotiated Transfer Syntax (see ??? and ???).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

1. The decoder of a Data Set should support both Explicit and Undefined Lengths for VRs of SQ and UN and, when applicable, for VRs of OW and OB.
2. The 32-bit Value Length Field limits the maximum size of large data values such as Pixel Data sent in a Native Format (encoded in Transfer Syntaxes that use only the unencapsulated form).

### 8 Encoding of Pixel, Overlay and Waveform Data

#### 8.1 Pixel and Overlay Data, and Related Data Elements

##### 8.1.1 Pixel Data Encoding of Related Data Elements

Also, the Value Field containing Pixel Data, like all other Value Fields in DICOM, shall be an even number of bytes in length. This means that the Value Field may need to be padded with data that is not part of the image and shall not be considered significant. If needed, the padding bits shall be appended to the end of the Value Field, and shall be used only to extend the data to the next even byte increment of length.

**Note**

The 32-bit Value Length Field limits the maximum size of large data values such as Pixel Data sent in a Native Format (encoded in Transfer Syntaxes that use only the unencapsulated form).

#### 8.2 Native or Encapsulated Format Encoding

Pixel data conveyed in the Pixel Data (7FE0,0010) may be sent either in a Native (uncompressed) Format or in an Encapsulated Format (e.g., compressed) defined outside the DICOM standard.

If Pixel Data (7FE0,0010) is sent in a Native Format, the Value Representation OW is most often required. The Value Representation OB may also be used for Pixel Data (7FE0,0010) in cases where Bits Allocated has a value less than or equal to 8, but only with Transfer Syntaxes where the Value Representation is explicitly conveyed (see ???).

**Note**

1. The DICOM default Transfer Syntax (Implicit VR Little Endian) does not explicitly convey Value Representation and therefore the VR of OB may not be used for Pixel Data (7FE0,0010) when using the default Transfer Syntax.
2. The 32-bit Value Length Field limits the maximum size of large data values such as Pixel Data sent in a Native Format.

Float Pixel Data (7FE0,0008) is sent in Native Format; the Value Representation shall be OF, Bits Allocated (0028,0100) shall be 32, Bits Stored (0028,0101), High Bit (0028,0102) and Pixel Representation (0028,0103) shall not be present.
Double Float Pixel Data (7FE0,0009) is sent in Native Format; the Value Representation shall be OD, Bits Allocated (0028,0100) shall be 64, Bits Stored (0028,0101) and High Bit (0028,0102) and Pixel Representation (0028,0103) shall not be present.

10.1 DICOM Default Transfer Syntax

DICOM defines a default Transfer Syntax, the DICOM Implicit VR Little Endian Transfer Syntax (UID = "1.2.840.10008.1.2"), which shall be supported by every conformant DICOM Implementation. This implies that:

a. If an Application Entity issues an A-ASSOCIATE request, it shall offer the DICOM Implicit VR Little Endian Transfer Syntax in at least one of the Presentation Contexts associated with each offered Abstract Syntax.

Note

Offering Abstract Syntax (AS1) in two Presentation Contexts with Transfer Syntaxes (TS1) and (TS2) is not valid, but offering AS1-TS1, AS1-TS2 and AS1-TSD is valid because the DICOM Default Little Endian Transfer Syntax (TSD) is present in at least one of the Presentation Contexts that are based on Abstract Syntax (AS1).

b. If an Application Entity receives an A-ASSOCIATE indication corresponding to a request that follows the requirements specified in Section 10.1 (a), every Presentation Context related to a given Abstract Syntax cannot be rejected in an A-ASSOCIATE response for the reason that none of the Transfer Syntaxes are supported.

Both of these requirements, (a) and (b), are waived when the Application Entity sending the pixel data has only access to the pixel data in lossy compressed form or the pixel data in a lossless compressed form that is of such length that it cannot be encoded in the default Transfer Syntax, and a Transfer Syntax that uses a pixel data reference is not offered.

Requirement (b) to accept the default Transfer Syntax is waived if a Transfer Syntax that uses a pixel data reference is offered.

Note

In other words, every sending AE is required to be able to convert any Data Set it is going to transmit into the default Transfer Syntax, regardless of the form in which it originally received or stored the Data Set, except in the cases of when the decompressed Pixel Data is too large to encode in the default Transfer Syntax or is received in a lossy compressed form. In the case of lossy compressed Pixel Data, the sending AE is permitted to propose only the lossy compressed Transfer Syntax appropriate to the lossy form that was received. In the case of lossless compressed Pixel Data that is too large to encode in the default Transfer Syntax, the sending AE is permitted to propose any appropriate lossless compression Transfer Syntax, not necessarily that in which the image was received, as an alternative to the default Transfer Syntax.

This waiver does not apply to Data Sets received in a lossless compressed form if the decompressed Pixel Data is small enough to encode in the default Transfer Syntax, which means that any AE receiving a Data Set in a lossless compressed Transfer Syntax that needs to re-send the Data Set is required to be able to decompress it in order to support (at least) the default Transfer Syntax.

A.1 DICOM Implicit VR Little Endian Transfer Syntax

a. ...

b. ...

c. The encoding of the Data Elements of the Data Set shall be as follows according to their Value Representations:

• For the Value Representations OB, OL and OW, the encoding shall meet the following specification depending on the Data Element Tag:

  • Pixel Data (7FE0,0010) has the Value Representation OW and shall be encoded in Little Endian.

  Note

i. The OL Value Representation is not used for Pixel Data, even if it has a Bits Allocated (0028,0100) of 32, since OL was added to the standard after the encoding of Pixel Data had been established

ii. The 32-bit Value Length Field limits the maximum size of the Pixel Data that can be encoded in Implicit VR Little Endian Transfer Syntax, since they are sent in a Native Format.
A.2 DICOM Little Endian Transfer Syntax (Explicit VR)

a. ...

b. ...

c. The encoding of the Data Elements of the Data Set shall be as follows according to their Value Representations:

   • For the Value Representations OB, OL and OW, the encoding shall meet the following specification depending on the Data Element Tag:

      • Pixel Data (7FE0,0010)

         • where Bits Allocated (0028,0100) has a value greater than 8 shall have Value Representation OW and shall be encoded in Little Endian;

         • where Bits Allocated (0028,0100) has a value less than or equal to 8 shall have the Value Representation OB or OW and shall be encoded in Little Endian.

   Note

   i. The OL Value Representation is not used for Pixel Data, even if it has a Bits Allocated (0028,0100) of 32, since OL was added to the standard after the encoding of Pixel Data had been established

   ii. The 32-bit Value Length Field limits the maximum size of the Pixel Data that can be encoded in Little Endian Transfer Syntax (Explicit VR) since they are sent in a Native Format.